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Fellow Comrades,

2006 will mark the 80th Anniversary of The Royal Canadian 
Legion. This catalogue contains many items specifically designed 
to commemorate this event. Some items, like the 12’ banner 
shown on the adjacent page, may seem insignificant at first 
glance. We know all too well just how expensive it is to produce 
one customized banner for an individual branch to celebrate such 
an event. A reasonable economy of scale can be achieved on items 
like this when we produce many banners at once. This is how a 
large full colour banner made of high quality tri-lock polyester can 
be produced and sold for $49.95 instead of paying hundreds.

We would just like to add one additional positive note. The number 
of orders processed and shipped by Legion Supply grew from 8400 
in 2004 to 14,600 in 2005. We would like to thank you for your 
support throughout this past year. Many new items and more 
convenient ordering methods are planned for 2006. Please accept 
our best wishes for the New Year.

In Comradeship,
Legion Supply

While we intend on holding prices shown in this catalogue 
until September 2006, we reserve the right to change prices 
without notice.

Front cover image by Patrick Riley. 
Genuine WW1 Uniform courtesy of The Canadian War Museum.

80th anniiverSary pin
This pin has been designed and manufactured 
specifically to commemorate our 80th anniversary. The 
pin has been approved for uniform (right lapel) and non-
uniform wear by all members, measures just over ¾” 
high by ⅞” wide, and is attached with a secure jeweller’s 
clasp. The specially designed 80th anniversary badge 
and ribbon are cast in brass, with a satin finish, mounted 
on the maple leaf which is cast from a copper/brass alloy, 
with an oxidized finish. Supplied individually in a clear 
top plastic box. 

*600200  $4.95 

* All consumer items intended to be resold to members 
are marked with an asterisk beside the item number. 
These items will be invoiced to the branch less a 10% 
discount. 

Quantity Price
250 $0.30ea
500 $0.24ea
1000 $0.18ea
1500 $0.17ea
2000 $0.16ea
5000 $0.13ea

80th anniverSary produCtS
All products on these pages have been specifically designed and 
manufactured to commemorate our 80th anniversary. A good 
supply of everything has been ordered but supply on some 
items will become limited as 2006 progresses and we are unable 
to reorder in economical quantities. All of these products are 
available in English or French. 

80th Wall banner, 36” x 12”
These banners have been designed for 
branch or personal use where the larger 
12’ banners are unsuitable. Made from 
banner satin printed with a full colour 
process measuring 12” wide by 36” high, 
they mount using an included top cord. 

English     600204 $19.95
French      600205 $19.95

80th bumper StiCker
Printed using a full four colour process 
on vinyl, 3¼” x 11”, with permanent 
adhesive. Discounted when 6 or more are 
purchased. (French—”Liberté grâce aux 
anciens combattants”)

English *600206 
French *600207

80th Flag, 54” x 27” 
This 54” x 27” flag has been printed with the official 80th anniversary logo printed in 
full colour on a white background. Durable lightfast tri-lock polyester has been used to 
make the flags which include two grommets for hoisting. 

600201 $19.95

80th anniverSary banner, 12’ x 30”
These large, 12’ wide by 2 ½’ high, banners are made from tri-
lock polyester printed in full colour. We produced these banners 
realizing that it is very expensive for branches to do so individually. 
They come complete with 10 grommets, 5 top and bottom, and 
can be alternatively used as a table skirt/decoration. 

English 600202
French 600203 $49.95

80th ribbon
Traditional Branch ribbons custom made 
with your branch name and number. 
Orders will be processed separately from 
other items. Call toll free, (888) 301-2257 
for clarification. 

English 600210
French 600211

80th Car magnet
These screen printed magnets are 
produced on special stock that reduces 
wear from the elements making them 
suitable for outdoor use on a car. These are 
hefty car magnets measuring 3½” high by 
7” wide and .035” in thickness. Discounted 
when 10 or more are ordered. 

80th Anniversary

$3.95   6+ $2.95

English *600208 
French *600209       $3.95 10+ $2.95
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utility poCket kniFe
This knife comes well sharpened and will hold 
an edge as it has been properly hardened 
to Rc 58-62. Also included are scissors that 
act more as effective snips for nasty loose 
threads that tempt you to pull and split your 
shirt wide open; a can opener, bottle opener, 
miniature corkscrew, #1 phillips screwdriver, 
and nail file. A small split-ring allows the 
entire unit to double as a key chain. The knife 
is supplied in a fabric pouch complete with 
belt loop and velcro closure. Makes a nice 
gift but at this price you should buy one for 
yourself too.

*300422 $5.95

vimy lantern
From time to time we have and will come across 
antiques that we can reproduce. This was one of them. 
The lantern that we had reproduced was issued to 
Lieutenant Charles Henry Boothe who served in the 
First World War with the 198th Battalion Canadian Buffs. 
Boothe’s grandson graciously allowed the reproduction 
of this lantern. These lanterns were issued to many 
Canadian servicemen in the First World War. 

A critical feature of these lanterns was their ability to 
fold and fit into the included tin case which has an 
additional tubular enclosure for the candle (included). 
This feature minimized the space the lanterns 
consumed while protecting the unit from severe 
handling. The lantern itself measures 3” by 3” and is 
5½” high. A Chain with eyelet is included so that the 
lanterns could be hung in a trench, bunker, or tree. Air 
is drawn through a series of holes in the bottom of the 
lantern and is vented through the largely open top. We 
stayed true to the design of the original however this 
lantern still remains quite useful. The real glass panes 
provide a shield from wind making this lantern ideal 
for camping or a walk under the stars. 

*300479  $29.95

legion lighter With preSentation box
This is a really nice lighter that refills using a standard butane canister. 
The powerful, adjustable, flame ignites using an electric ignition 
sufficiently that you can light a good cigar while travelling 30 mph across 
the water. This 2¼” x 1⅝” stainless steel lighter is plated with titanium, 
then laser engraved with the Legion Badge. The Legion Badge is also 
printed onto the lid of the included case. The 3½” x 3½”case is made of 
coated metal lined with felt making it quite suitable for presentation 
or as a gift. The lighters are shipped empty (no butane) so that your 
order may be handled by postal services.

*300485 $19.95

greeting CardS
This line of greeting cards has been produced in-house by 
The Royal Canadian Legion’s own Patrick Riley. Comrade 
Riley created these images using authentic WWI uniforms 
supplied courtesy of Canada’s War Museum. These are 
economical because they have been produced in-house 
with the printing arranged locally. Sold in sets of 10 or 
a sample pack, 2 of each, these cards are priced quite 
affordably when compared to the $4 and up charged by 
others. The cards have been printed on brilliant white 80 
lb card stock and are supplied complete with envelopes. 
Another nice touch is the fact that the interior of the cards 
has been left blank. We thought you, like us, would prefer 
to include a personal note rather than an impersonal 
statement written by someone else. One card, “All 
Occasion” has been intentionally left untitled for use as 
you see fit.

Get Well (10) *300495

Thinking of You (10) *300496

Sympathy (10) *300497

Christmas (10) *300498

Birthday (10) *300500

All Occasion (10) *300499 

Sample Pack (12) *300501

portFolio 
Portfolios are wonderful organizers and make 
great gifts. The frustrating part is the inserted 
paper pads often require a size of paper pad only 
available for the cost of and arm and a leg from 
a specialty store. These portfolios are supplied 
with and use a pad of regular letter size paper. 
They are made of durable imitation brown 
leather with the cover nicely embossed with 
the Legion Badge. A standard business card 
holder, pen holder, and storage sleeve are 
included on the inside.

*300507 $19.95 

New Gift IdeasNew Gift Ideas
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legion hoCkey JerSeyS
Nationwide, Legion branches sponsor many sports 
teams, and hockey teams are among these. Hockey 
Jerseys are a nice way to sponsor or support a 
team. This is too often cost prohibitive when you 
must pay $100 and up to get jerseys screened 
with the sponsor’s logo. It is for this reason that 
we have ordered and are offering a quantity of 
these Legion hockey Jerseys. These unnumbered 
jerseys, available in 4 adult male sizes, are made 
from meshed polyester and come complete with 
the Legion logo in the front, on both arms, and the 
“Legion” name on the back. When buying 12 (yes, 
you can mix the sizes) or more, for a team, a 10% 
discount will apply.

legion ball CapS
When we started our search for ball caps the variety in quality 
was overwhelming. We initially made the mistake of assuming 
cost and quality were relative. They are not. When we found 
these ball caps and realized that we could retail them for less than 
$10 we got really excited. These are, simply put, the best quality 
ball caps we have seen. The material used is a heavy weight but  
 

breathable cotton. The embroidery is second to none and their 
composite brims will hold their shape. You simply will know that 
these are quality ball caps when you put one on and feel how 
nicely it conforms to your head. 

The caps come in traditional Legion blue with an embroidered 
badge or in a cooler beige version with the Legion logo. It was 
suggested that the quality of these caps would be misunderstood 
or underestimated if we only charged $9.95 and that we should 
charge $20 to $30. Thank you for helping us prove them wrong.

*500282 Beige Ball Cap 
*500283 Blue Ball Cap 
$9.95 ea.

legion hoCkey JerSeyS

Small *500293
Medium *500294
Large *500295
X-Large *500296

$29.95

A. Tungsten 21 grams *301121 $29.95
B. Tungsten 23 grams *301123 $29.95
C. Tungsten 25 grams *301125 $29.95
D. Tungsten 27 grams *301127 $29.95
E. Brass 22 grams *301022 $9.95
F. Brass 24 grams *301024 $9.95
G. Brass 26 grams *301026 $9.95

playing CardS With legion badge
When we went looking for playing cards, we didn’t go for the 
cheapest we could find- we looked for the best value for the 
price. At $3.95 these cards are still very affordable yet the quality 
and durability are what you would expect at twice the price.

*300448  $3.95   Buy 10 @ $3.50 ea

Cribbage board
Here is where we separate the real crib players from the rest. 
Finding a crib board without plastic pegs is normally about as 
easy as scoring “19”. It is time to recount that hand because you 
will no longer have to heat up paper clips to melt into the holes in 
your board to remove those snapped off plastic pegs. This board 
made in the traditional “29” layout includes metal pegs in brass, 
black and silver colouring. Three of each peg are included so you 
have one spare in every colour. The board itself is made from 
hardwood and is adorned with the Legion Badge.

*300481  $14.95

dartS
Good quality darts, at reasonable prices, are increasingly easy to find. 
Quality British made darts at reasonable prices are much more difficult to 
track down. All components of these darts are made in Britain. This brand, 
“Legion by Datadart” is exclusively endorsed by 2-time world champion 
“Jocky Wilson”. The tungsten sets contain 80% tungsten carbide allowing 
them to make the necessary weight in a thinner shaft. The brass sets are 
offered for those traditionalists who like the feel of a larger shaft or for 
branches that require economical sets as “bar darts” for general use. Both 
sets have cross-hatch knurling on the shafts, come with a set of Legion 
flights, and are packaged in a slim pocket case capable of storing the dart 
set along with extra flights and stems. Extra flight sets are available with 
your choice of the Legion Badge, Canadian flag, or Union Jack.

Flights, Set (3)
Legion *301200
Canada *301202
Union Jack *301201
$1.95/set 10@ $1.50/set

Sports and LeisureSports and Leisure
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Silk SCarF
We were initially quite discouraged when 
we began our search for a Legion silk 
scarf. There seems to be no shortage of 
overpriced scarves on the market. Much 
smaller scarves were found to sell around 
$40. This, like all high quality scarves, is 
made from 100% silk. Measuring a full 
36” x 36”, you can finally own a scarf long 
enough to complete the necessary two 
turns around the neck. Of course, the 
versatility of this square scarf is limited 
only by your own sense of style. Add 
that to the tasteful adornment of the 
Legion Badge alternating with the Red 
Maple Leaf, and well, we just hope you 
share our enthusiasm.
*500281	 $19.95

extra large FleeCe SCarF
This is a very large and practical scarf. At 8” 
by 70” (nearly 6’) this scarf is large enough 
to complete the wrap around your neck, 
cover your lower face and insulate part of 
your upper body. Made entirely of fleece, 
they are nicely decorated with the Legion 
logo of which the Poppy and Maple Leaf 
portions are embroidered. We were 
tempted to call this one a “Curler’s scarf” 
but resisted. Despite being obviously 
appropriate for curling, our winters will 
provide many other occasions where you 
will appreciate the protection a scarf this 
size can offer.

*500297	 $14.95

toque
I think by now we all realize that 
the majority of our bodies’ heat 
is lost though the head. Keeping 
our heads warm is critical whether 
we are curling, watching hockey, 
shovelling snow, or just enjoying 
a brisk winter walk. It comes very 
nicely embroidered with the Legion 
logo and is stretchy so one size fits 
all, except for very young children 
(under 8).

*500298 $7.95

angora SCarF
There remains no substitute for the 
look and feel of a scarf that contains 
Angora wool. These scarves are 70% 
lamb’s wool, 20% Angora, and 10% 
polyester. They are 9” wide and 48” 
in length and are nicely embroidered 
at both ends with the Legion Badge.

*500286 $14.95

FleeCe SCarF 
Soft and comfortable fleece is the 
ideal material for a warm winter 
scarf. Our scarf is Navy blue with 
an embroidered Legion badge and 
measures 9” wide by 58” long.

*500280 $12.95

Legion OuterwearLegion Outerwear

blanket, 
With Carrying Strap
This blanket comes complete with its 
own handy carrying strap that also acts 
as a nice way to keep it bundled up for 
storage when not in use. The blanket 
measures 48” x 58”, is made of fleece 
and comes nicely embroidered with the 
Legion logo. Whether used for a picnic, 
outdoor concert, camping, in a sports 
arena, or kept in your car for unexpected 
occurrences, you’ll be pleased that you 
decided to invest in one.

*300480 $14.95
CollapSible umbrella 
This umbrella is excellent value. It comes in 
black with the Legion logo in white and red. 
Push button release ensures quick and easy 
opening of the umbrella every time. To close 
you simply hold it upside down and push 
until it snaps into the compacted position. 
The umbrella is made with sturdy metal ribs 
and comes with a matching slip cover and 
handle. Folds to a compact eleven inches. 

*300424  $9.95
rain ponCho
This is one of those items you’ll 
undoubtedly kick yourself for not 
ordering. The nice part of this disposable 
rain poncho is that it is clear so you 
won’t stand out like a rubber duck in wet 
weather. Supplied in a thin pack, suitable 
for a blazer pocket, where it can be tucked 
away until required.

*500299 $2.50
10+ @ $1.95ea

leather gloveS 
Many of you will remember the standard 
military issue black leather gloves of the 
1960’s. They were simple in style and 
comfortable, but they had one major flaw 
– the cuff was wide enough to let in a pile 
of snow.

These gloves are much the same but we 
added some improvements. The cuff is 
drawn tighter to keep out unwanted snow 
or other debris. It also has a comfortable 
and warm Thinsulate® lining. Made of 
100% leather, they are sure to become 
your favourite gloves. Available in Ladies 
sizes S, M, L and Men’s sizes S, M, L, XL.

Men’s, Small *500287 $14.95
Men’s, Medium *500288 $14.95
Men’s, Large *500289 $14.95
Men’s, X-Large *500300 $14.95
Ladies’, Small *500290 $14.95
Ladies’, Medium *500291 $14.95
Ladies’, Large *500292 $14.95
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GiftwareGiftware

eye glaSSeS CaSe
With Legion Logo. A handsome case for 
your glasses that is both attractive and 
practical. Approximately 6½” long by 2¾” 
wide. Large enough for most standard 
eye glasses or sunglasses. This case has a 
secure zippered closure and a clip hook on 
one end so that it can be secured to belt 
loop, button hole, carry bag, luggage, etc.

*300458  $6.95

adJuStable Cane/Walking StiCk
Unfortunately, few of us will make it 
through life without requiring a cane at 
some point. So why are nice canes so 
hard to buy? We think this cane answers 
the question with its many features. It is 
adjustable from just under 26” to a full 
length of 54”. This allows us to describe this 
item as both a cane and a walking/hiking 
stick. It contains an “Antishock” system. 
The internal springs absorb impact as the 
cane/walking stick impacts the ground. It 
is made of aluminium making it both very 
light and very strong. The cane’s handle 
has been ergonomically formed for use as a 
hiking stick or traditional cane and includes 
an adjustable wrist strap. Last, but certainly 
not least, is the critical tip. This cane has four. 
The metal point tip is built in. Included are 
3 additional rubber ends; a standard round 
tip, a foot-shaped tread, and a circular unit 
designed to prevent penetration in softer 
surfaces. The shaft of this cane has been 
labelled with the Legion logo.

*300484 $14.95

deluxe knapSaCk  
With legion logo
It isn’t having a lot of extra straps 
and pockets that you don’t know 
what to do with that makes this 
knapsack deluxe. As a matter of fact 
it is elegantly simple but made with 
good material and sturdy fittings. 
At 17” x 14” it is a perfect size for 
everyday use. Legion Logo screened 
in red and white on blue nylon with 
adjustable padded straps and a 
handy carry loop on the top, gusset 
sides, water bottle pocket plus two 
zippered and one open pocket, and 
coat straps on both sides.

*300449  $19.95

blaCk valiSe With gold 
printed legion badge
This is one of those products where it 
is difficult to convey its value in words. 
This valise is soundly constructed 
using tough nylon and fittings. The 
zipper glides are metal, not plastic. 
The features are well thought out, 
making this the ultimate in “portable 
office.” The main pocket is ample 
enough to hold a laptop but then has 
a gusset that unzips to double the 
capacity. 

Plus:

 - pen/pencil sleeves 
 - 6½” deep pocket with velcro flap 
 - key clip 
 - zippered wallet pocket 
 - 3 open pockets 
 - zippered brief pocket 
 - open file pocket that holds legal file 
 - flap pocket that holds 8½ x 11 
 - elastic umbrella straps under flap 
 - top carry handle 
 - removable padded nylon carry strap

    *300454		$19.95

Car Flag With legion logo
This car flag is both well constructed and 
economical. The double stitched flag 
measures approximately 10” x 14” and 
is mounted on a very sturdy holder that 
is grasped by your closing car window. 
The arm is guaranteed not to break but 
the unit is mostly at peril when unaware 
passengers open their window.

*300436  $9.95

Coin purSe
Here’s an item that nearly everyone has 
had at least one time in their life, but once 
it’s worn out you don’t really go searching 
for another. Once you have one you’ll 
realize just how handy they are for not 
only change but also for keys, bus tickets, 
any other small objects you need to keep 
track of. This little pouch has a strong 
spring lined lip that snaps securely shut 
yet is easy to open with one squeeze.

*300455		 $3.95

men’S blaCk Wallet
A traditional men’s Leather wallet is hard 
to beat when it comes to a gift or award. 
This one is top grade black leather with a 
Legion badge embossed.

*300450		 $39.95

ladieS’ blaCk Wallet
No less appealing is the ladies’ version 
of the black leather wallet, constructed 
from the same high quality black leather, 
compact enough to carry in a purse 
or pocket, yet designed with plenty of 
pockets and features.

*300451		 $39.95	

men’S vinyl Wallet  
With legion badge
Durable materials, well designed vinyl 
wallet with many standard convenient 
features, embossed with a Legion badge 
on the exterior. This wallet presents an 
economical alternative to the black leather 
Legion wallet.

*300456		 $14.95

le ClaSp key holder
Some products are so useful but difficult 
to describe in a catalogue. This is one 
of those items. The unique mechanism 
in Le Clasp allows you to open the ring 
with just one hand permitting the easy 
insertion of keys with your other hand. 
Although it comes with four traditional 
key rings it can be easily used without 
them. Le Clasp can also be used to safely 
keep rings in your pocket when you 
remove them to golf, curl, etc. Le Clasp 
is nicely adorned with the Legion logo in 
red and black on white.

*300432  $8.95

Car inSignia, legion badge.
This is a self-adhering Legion badge in 
the traditional red, blue and metallic gold, 
bas-relief stamped in a lightweight alloy, 
measuring 3” in diameter, suitable for use 
on cars or luggage.

*300403  $9.95

StainleSS Steel travel mug
Excellent grade brushed stainless steel 
exterior with a quality food grade black 
plastic liner and top, this mug has a capacity 
for a large cup of coffee, but has a base that 
fits most car cup holders with ease.

*300447  $9.95

throW With legion badge
46” X 60”, Settle in by the fireplace with this 
warm woven coverlet. When not in use it can 
be draped over the couch back displaying 
the large blue Legion badge woven right in 
to the buff coloured background.

*300452  $39.95
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If we roll the clock back 18 months, flags provided by Legion 
Supply ranged in price up to $98. The material used varied as 
did sizes. It was at this point that we decided that we must offer 
a comprehensive line of flags. This offering of flags is the result 
of our research and sourcing efforts.

We have made the transition to flags using grommets 
replacing rope and toggle. Grommet clips are available 
in the flag accessories section of this catalogue. All 
colour party flags are available with fringes and in both  
6’ x 3’ and 54” x 27”. Please note that flag protocol requires that 
the Canadian flag be at least as large as any flag displayed in our 
colours. It is our hope that offering an increasingly comprehensive 
line of flags will transition us into a source of flags for all members 
and branches.

Flags & Parade

Provincial Flags $29.95ea.

Flags & Parade

Canada

Grommet (2) 6’ x 3’ 400500 $29.95
Sleeved 6’ x 3’ 400501 $29.95
Sleeved & Fringed 6’ x 3’ 400502 $39.95
Seamed edges only 4½’ x 9’ 400503 $39.95
Grommet (3) 4½’ x 9’ 400504 $39.95
Grommet (2) 54” x 27” 400505 $29.95
Sleeved & Fringed 54” x 27” 400506 $34.95
Grommet (2) 36” x 18” 400507 $14.95
Grommet (2) 18” x 12” 400508 $ 9.95

Branches and members of the Royal Canadian Legion hold as their 
foremost objective the Tradition of Remembrance for those who 
served in the defence of Canada. It stands to reason that national 
pride is demonstrated by the Legion through the display of the 
Canadian flag at branches and in public ceremonies through the 
year. Shown here are items essential to carry out those displays 
of patriotism.

red enSign

Grommet (2) 6’ x 3’ 400555 $29.95
Sleeved 6’ x 3’ 400556 $29.95
Sleeved & Fringed 6’ x 3’ 400557 $39.95
Sleeved & Fringed 54” x 27” 400558 $34.95

united nationS

Grommet (2) 6’ x 3’ 400545 $29.95
Sleeved 6’ x 3’ 400546 $29.95
Sleeved & Fringed 6’ x 3’ 400547 $39.95
Sleeved & Fringed 54” x 27” 400548 $34.95

legion

Grommet (2) 6’ x 3’ 400535 $39.95
Sleeved 6’ x 3’ 400536 $39.95
Sleeved & Fringed 6’ x 3’ 400537 $49.95
Sleeved & Fringed 54” x 27” 400538 $34.95

union JaCk

Grommet (2) 6’ x 3’ 400526 $29.95
Sleeved 6’ x 3’ 400527 $29.95
Sleeved & Fringed 6’ x 3’ 400528 $39.95
Sleeved & Fringed 54” x 27” 400529 $34.95

neW brunSWiCk

Grommet (2) 6’ x 3’ 400590

Sleeved 6’ x 3’ 400591

nova SCotia

Grommet (2) 6’ x 3’ 400580

Sleeved 6’ x 3’ 400581

prinCe edWard iSland

Grommet (2) 6’ x 3’ 400570

Sleeved 6’ x 3’ 400571

britiSh Columbia

Grommet (2) 6’ x 3’ 400650

Sleeved 6’ x 3’ 400651

alberta

Grommet (2) 6’ x 3’ 400640

Sleeved 6’ x 3’ 400641

SaSkatCheWan

Grommet (2) 6’ x 3’ 400630

Sleeved 6’ x 3’ 400631

manitoba

Grommet (2) 6’ x 3’ 400620

Sleeved 6’ x 3’ 400621

ontario

Grommet (2) 6’ x 3’ 400610

Sleeved 6’ x 3’ 400611

quebeC

Grommet (2) 6’ x 3’ 400600

Sleeved 6’ x 3’ 400601

neWFoundland

Grommet (2) 6’ x 3’ 400565

Sleeved 6’ x 3’ 400566

yukon

Grommet (2) 6’ x 3’ 400660

Sleeved 6’ x 3’ 400661

northWeSt territorieS

Grommet (2) 6’ x 3’ 400670

Sleeved 6’ x 3’ 400671

nunavut

Grommet (2) 6’ x 3’ 400680

Sleeved 6’ x 3’ 400681
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Flags & ParadeFlags & Parade

Flag pikeS
Pikes are now available in a full range. The 1¼” diameter oak pike will not fit 
into the economy stand or angled wall bracket. All pikes are the standard 
8’ in height. The wood pikes thread together where the aluminum pikes 
contain an internal spring clip to hold them together. Pike tops, flags, and 
stands must be ordered separately. All pikes are supplied with the required 
“C” clips to hold the flag in place. Wood pikes are supplied with only one 
“C” clip as this is all that is required. All metal pikes are shipped with the 
required and installed wood plug necessary to mount all pike tops.

A. Aluminum 400166 $29.95
B. Aluminum, Wood Colour 400117 $34.95
C. Aluminum, Silver 400167 $34.95
D. Aluminum, Gold 400168 $34.95
E. Oak, 1” 400169 $59.95
F. Oak, 1¼” 400170 $64.95

There are several components to a complete flag unit. There is the 
obvious flag, pike, pike top and stand. Offering sets including all of these 
components only results in forcing you to settle for something that is 
close to what you really wanted. This is why we are now distributing all 
flag components separately. All components are compatible with a few 
exceptions. The acorn tops will not fit on the wood pikes and the 1¼” wood 
pikes will not fit in the economy stands or angled wall bracket. Aside from 
these exceptions, the balance of tops will fit on any of the pikes.

Flag pike topS
All of these flag pike tops fit all pikes with 
exception to the economical plastic acorn 
top not being compatible with the wood 
pikes. This plastic top will also require you 
to remove the wood plug from the pike 
(only 1 screw). All pike tops are supplied 
with the necessary mounting screws. You 
will be required to install 1 or 2 screws to 
attach the tops to your pikes.

G. Brass, solid, spear 400116 $34.95
H. Aluminum, spun, Spear 400145 $19.95
J. Brass, solid, Maple Leaf 400171 $34.95
K. Economical Acorn Top, plastic 400172 $ 5.95
L. Brass, solid, Latin Cross 400173 $44.95
M. Chrome plated, solid, Spear 400174 $34.95

StandS
To complement Legion Supply’s growth as a full line flag supplier, 
two new stands are now offered. The hefty premier stand weighs in 
excess of 7 lbs. The premier stand is constructed with a collar to fit a 
1¼” diameter pike but includes a piece of plastic tubing allowing it to 
be used with 1” diameter pikes. The economical folding stand uses 
four extending rods for stability rather than weight. The folding stand 
will only accept pikes up to 1” in diameter. Both stands are made with 
brass plated steel, intended for indoor use only.

N. Premier Flag Stand 400176 $54.95
O. Folding Floor Stand 400175 $34.95

Carrying CaSe  
For pike & Flag 
Deluxe vinyl carrying 
case with the capacity 
to carry a disassembled 
pole and 6’x3’ flag. 
Weather resistant, with a 
ribbon tie closure.

400118  $24.95

ChiCago SCreW head Set
Yes, we still carry it. There are still lots 
of the older design pikes out there that 
don’t have the spring button attachment. 
Buy several of these and put it in your 
pocket when you go on parade. You know 
somebody’s will go missing at the most 
inconvenient time.

400146  $2.95

Clip For Flag pole
This is the little C-shaped clip that holds a 
sleeved flag securely on the pike. Always 
good to have a spare.

400148  $0.50ea

grommet ClipS
Over the last few decades the use of flags 
with grommets has replaced almost all with 
rope and toggle. Even we have made that 
transition in this catalogue. Grommet clips 
are required to attach flags with grommets 
to the halyard (hoisting rope) on flagpoles. 
These clips are available individually. Two 
are required on all of our grommeted flags 
except for the 4½’ x 9’ which requires three.

400181 $1.75ea

Flag Carrying CaSe
Please don’t ask why we never thought of 
this product before. While we won’t have a 
good answer, we are very pleased to offer 
this alternative to our single flag and pike 
case. This case is made specifically for us. 
It is designed to hold up to six 6’ x 3’ flags, 
six aluminum pikes, and six carrier slings. 
Reinforced at both ends it measures 62” in 
length and is made of heavy black vinyl. 
A 7” embroidered Legion Badge nicely 
adorns the side of the case.

400182 $35.95

Wall-mount Flag kit
These brackets have been designed for 
the home, cottage, or light commercial 
use. They use light but sturdy aluminum 
creating an easy but economical method 
of flying flags. The bracket for a 27” x 54” 
flag includes a 6’ pole while the bracket for 
use on 3’ x 6’ flags utilizes the included 8’ 
pole. Both kits included a cast aluminum 
wall mount bracket, gold coloured acorn 
finial, and screws for mounting.

Bracket For 27” x 54” Flag 
400178 $37.95

Bracket For 3’ x 6’ Flag 
400179 $39.95

Wall braCket
This cast aluminum wall bracket, white powder coat painted, 
is designed to work with all 1” diameter pikes. The bracket is 
suitable for use with flags or banners as it may be used to hold 
the pike at 45° or 80°. Included are a thumbscrew, to hold the pike 
in place, and the necessary mounting screws.

400180 $14.95
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Cord and taSSel
Enhance the look of your colour party by 
adding this gold coloured, silk finish rope 
with bound string tassels to your parade 
pikes.

400119  $19.95

Flags & Parade

Chaplain’S Stole
Legion Chaplains provide countless hours 
of volunteer service to branches and 
commands. It was suggested that a stole be 
made for wear by a Chaplain performing this 
critical role in The Royal Canadian Legion. 
This non-denominational stole is made with 
an ultrasuede front and cotton/polyester 
backing. Both ends of the stole are fringed 
and embroidered with the Legion Badge. 
This stole is our own exclusive design and is 
being made to our specification.

400177 $49.95

White nylon gloveS
These white gloves are made from a 
washable 100% nylon. The nylon is a 
stretchy variety allowing one size of 
glove to fit all users. A single snap at the 
wrist insures a secure fit. The gloves are 
accented by three lines of stitching down 
the back of the hand.

400153 Pair $5.95

Flag CaSe
Flag cases are traditionally used to 
store and display the flag presented 
to a family member or recipient at 
the completion of a ceremony. This 
case’s frame and stand are made 
from solid hardwood, merbau, which 
once stained closely resembles 
cherry or dark mahogany. The large 
case is 12 ½” high with a 25” base, 
and is 3⅜” deep, making it sufficient 
for displaying a 6 ’x 3’ or a full 4 ½’ x 9’ 
flag. The optional 10” wide by 3” high 
base, also made of solid hardwood, 
is supplied complete with a bronze 
coloured, adhesive backed, acrylic 
engraving plate. 

Flag Case  
*300510 $41.95
Flag Case Stand 
*300509 $11.95
Set, Case & Stand 
*300508 $49.95

kentuCky boW tie
This Legion Kentucky Bow Tie comes with 
a 5” straight-edge bow that has no curve to 
the body. A metal clasp attaches the tie to 
a shirt collar. This tie comes in the Legion’s 
blue with angled gold-colour stripes. Also 
available in LA colours.

*500114 Legion Colours 
*50114A LA Colours 
$8.95

*500105
legion uniForm tie

These are standard 3¼” wide ties in the standard Legion 
blue with gold angled stripes. Both ties are made from 100% 
polyester. The ties are available in both traditional tie-your-own 
and a ready knot version. The ready knot tie is almost 20” long 
and has a secure clip for attaching the tie to your shirt collar. 

$12.95

*500126
legion uniForm tie
ready knot

These are standard 3¼” wide ties in the standard Ladies’ 
Auxiliary maroon with grey angled stripes. Both ties are made 
from 100% polyester. The ties are available in both traditional 
tie-your-own and a ready knot version. The ready knot tie is 
almost 20” long and has a secure clip for attaching the tie to 
your shirt collar. 

$12.95

*500115
l.a. uniForm tie

*500155
l.a. uniForm tie
ready knot

These ties are also a standard 3¼” wide and are both made of 
100% polyester. Both ties are only available in the traditional 
tie-your-own versions on a dark blue background. 

$19.95*500174
dreSS tie,
With badge

*500222
dreSS tie,

With poppieS

legion aSCot
For aficionados of the ascot, there is no 
substitute. These are the classic ascot, 
narrowed in the middle by pleating, they 
are designed to be tied in a manner similar 
to a regular neck tie. Made from the same 
fabric as the traditional Legion tie, the 
ascot is 5 ¼” wide and 50” long. 

*500250 $17.95

legion diCky
The Legion dicky is to the Ascot as the 
Ready Knot Tie is to the long tie. This 
Legion dicky is also made from Legion tie 
fabric and has an adjustable neck band 
with a Velcro closure to fit neck sizes 14 
to 17. 

*500251 $11.95

SuSpenderS With legion badge
If you have never worn suspenders you 
should talk to someone who does. What a 
comfortable alternative to a belt they are, 
these suspenders are Navy blue elastic with 
genuine leather back plate emblazoned 
with an embossed Legion badge. Their 
comfortable and stretchy straps are also 
adjustable to fit any size person.

*500276  $12.95

legion Web belt
This 55” long belt is adjustable fitting 
waists up to 53”. The belt itself is 1¼” 
wide with a polished brass buckle 
containing a 1” high Legion badge. 

*500231 $16.95

legion boW tie
This Legion Bow Tie comes with 
a permanently knotted 4½” bow, 
mounted on an adjustable neck band, 
and is attached using a hook and 
clasp. This is a butterfly style bow tie 
in the Legion’s traditional blue with 
angled gold-colour stripes.

*500104  $10.95

Legion dress & Uniform
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*300367 
 oval brooCh,
 legion 

These 1¼” x ⅞” brooches contain a 
½” badge mounted on an attractively 
contrasting black oval-shaped background. 
The setting is decoratively clasped by a 
gold coloured metal brooch. 

$7.95

*300344
rhineStone 
Fan brooCh,  
legion

  *300345 
rhineStone Fan brooCh, la

These colourful brooches are suitable for 
all occasions. They measure approximately 
1” high by 1¼” wide. The centre contains 
a gold coloured ½” Legion or LA badge 
surrounded by a fan of 18 rhinestones. 

$8.95 ea.

Jewellery

legion WatCh
These attractive Legion watches have an easy to read white face with the Legion 
logo, in black and red, centred in the top half of the dial. Acid gold plated case with 
a stainless steel back, and genuine leather strap. Available in both men’s and ladies’ 
styles. Both come packaged in a soft velveteen pouch. 

$19.95

blaCk FaCe WatCh With badge
These watches have a full size legion badge imprinted 
in gold on black. Their gold micron-plated case has 
the twelve hour markings raised on the bezel and 
includes a stainless steel back. Straps are made from 
high-grade padded leather. They are packaged in a 
round tin suitable for gift presentation. Available in 
a 1” men’s style and a ¾” ladies’ style.

men’S White FaCe WatCh 
*300427

Women’S White FaCe WatCh 
*300428
These, our best quality watches, feature a 
raised dial with white face giving a distinct 
and attractive appearance. Imprinted on 
the face in matching gold colour is the 
Legion badge. Its case is a micron-plated 2-
tone gold with brushed silver finish. Straps 
are made of top-grade padded leather. 
These watches are packaged in deluxe 
hinged jewellery boxes with a fold-over 
snap-and-lock clasp. The boxes themselves 
will become useful for keepsakes and are 
ideal for gift presentation.

$49.95

*300425
men’S legion WatCh *300426

Women’S legion WatCh

*300429 Men’s  $34.95 
*300430 Women’s  $34.95 

*300368 
oval brooCh,

l.a.

Jewellery

gold plated tie taCk, legion
This gold plated ¾” tie tack with Legion 
badge will enhance the look of any tie. 
These gold plated tie tacks are equipped 
with a solid grip fastener and chain guard.

*300377 $12.95

gold plated tie Clip, legion
This classy 22 karat gold plated tie clip is 
mounted with a ¾” high Legion badge. 
The clip uses an alligator grip tie bar to 
securely hold the tie in place. 

*300141 $19.95

tie taCk
This attractive tie tack will hold your ties in 
place with its solid grip fastener and chain 
guard. The tie tack contains a ½” Legion or 
LA badge with coloured enamel inlay.

*300114 Legion $3.95
*300477 LA  $3.95

Back by popular demand!

These attractive drop style earrings 
are as popular now as they’ve always 
been. Available in both Legion and LA 
design at the affordable price of 

$19.95/pair

*300358
legion drop 
earringS,  
gold FiniSh

*300359
legion drop 
earringS, 
rhodium 
FiniSh

*300468
l a drop 
earringS,  
gold FiniSh

*300469
l a drop 
earringS, 
rhodium 
FiniSh

tie taCk, poppy
This tie tack contains a 5/8” red Poppy 
with a black centre. These tie tacks contain 
a solid grip fastener and chain guard.

*300242  $7.95

*300155
pair earringS, legion

*300137
pair earringS, 
l.a.

These ladies’ earrings, for pierced ears, 
are in the shape of the traditional badge. 
Badges are gold coloured with an enamel 
inlay and measure just shy of ½” in height. 

$8.95

SCarF pin, poppy
This pin comes with a 5/8” diameter red 
Poppy with a black centre. Designed for 
use with a scarf but appropriate anywhere 
the 1½” shaft is required.

*300239  $4.95

poppy earringS For pierCed earS
These earrings measure 3/8” in diameter and 
are made of enamelled inlay on a Jeweller’s 
metal base with sterling silver posts.

*300437  $8.95 (pair)

rhineStone Flag pin
It’s the Canadian flag in rhinestones! 
This lapel pin, one of our most popular, 
contains two rows of red stones bordering 
the silver stones that surround the red 
maple leaf.

*300205 $7.95

*300397
legion CuFF linkS, gold FiniSh
Nothing says formal dress like french 
cuffs and a pair of cuff links. This pair 
will complement your dressiest outfit at 
your next formal occasion.

$23.95

*300113 men’S tie Clip
*300288 ladieS’ tie Clip
Suitable for wear with all Legion ties, these 
clips have a gold coloured metal Legion 
badge with enamel inlay mounted on a 
gilt-metal alligator grip. Also available with 
a reversed mechanism for Ladies’ shirts.

$7.95
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legion & ladieS auxiliary ribbonS
It has become tradition in some branches to acknowledge guests and special events 
with ribbons. Ribbons are an effective promotional tool to assist in reminding guests, 
and the public at large, about us and the purpose of our volunteer work. Given the 
custom nature of these ribbons, orders for them will be processed separately from 
other Legion Supply items and will take 3-4 weeks to deliver. The price list applies 
to all of the ribbons we offer, French and English, Legion and Ladies Auxiliary. 
Please specify language and Legion or Ladies Auxiliary, Branch # , Branch name, 
and City/Province/Territory if desired, when you order. Confused about ordering? 
Just call us toll free at (888) 301-2257 for clarification. No set up fees apply.

Quantity Price
250 $0.30ea
500 $0.24ea
1000 $0.18ea
1500 $0.17ea
2000 $0.16ea
5000 $0.13ea

RCL, Keeping Our Memories Alive 900300
LRC, Garder nos souvenirs vivants 900308
LA, Keeping Our Memories Alive 900304
AF Garder nos souvenirs vivants 900312

RCL, I Was a Guest 900301
LRC, J’étais un(e) invité(e) 900309
LA, I Was a Guest 900305
AF J’étais un(e) invité(e) 900313

RCL, Remembering the Past 900302
LRC, Souvenons-nous du passé 900310
LA, Remembering the Past 900306
AF Souvenons-nous du passé 900314

RCL, Year of the Veteran 900303
LRC, Année de l’Ancien combattant 900311
LA, Year of the Veteran 900307
AF Année de l’Ancien combattant 900315

English 80th Anniversary— “We Celebrate Our 
Freedom Through Veterans” 600210

French 80th Anniversary— “Nous célébrons notre 
liberté grâce aux Anciens combattants” 600211

Promotional

A. CANADA 400815

B. NORTHWEST TERRITORIES 400800

C. YUKON TERRITORY 400801

D. NUNAVUT 400802

E. BRITISH COLUMBIA 400803

F. ALBERTA 400804

G. SASKATCHEWAN 400805

H. MANITOBA 400806

I. ONTARIO 400807

J. QUEBEC 400808

K. NEW BRUNSWICK 400809

L. NOVA SCOTIA 400810

M. PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND 400811

N. NEWFOUNDLAND 400812

O. MAPLE LEAF PIN 400814

P. CANADA/UNITED STATES 400816

Quantity Price/ea
1 $0.95

10+ $0.65
50+ $0.59

100+ $0.52
250+ $0.47
500+ $0.45

1000+ $0.42

promotional pinS
Pins make great promotional items. 
The only problem is where to buy a 
reasonable quantity without paying 
full retail prices. We hope our pricing 
on these pins solves that problem 
for you. These are economical pins 
made with light-fast imitation 
hard enamel. Their composition is 
brass, attaching with a standard 
butterfly clutch. All provincial 
and territorial flag pins are 
available plus a few popular 
choices. All pins are priced the 
same. Prices decrease as the 
quantity ordered increases.

blue beret (no badge)
Offering these berets, without Badges, is a directly result of your 
requests. We have frequently been asked for berets with no Badge 
so that you may use enamelled bronze Legion Badges. These 
navy blue berets are made from the same Australian Merino 
Wool used in our Legion berets. Available in three adjustable 
sizes, S,M,L.

Small  *50127S $18.95 
Medium *50127M $18.95
Large  *50127L $18.95

Branch Articles
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How To Order

How to Order:
Below we list some of the rules for ordering. If, for 
any reason, you are not satisfied with our service or 
the merchandise you receive, please call us. From 
time to time we may slip up, but would really like the 
opportunity to correct our errors. Perfection eludes 
us, but the desire to provide quality products and 
service does not.

Order By:
Toll Free:  1-888-301-2257
Fax:   1-613-235-5904

E-mail:   supply@legion.ca  
  (Never e-mail a credit card number)

Mail to:  Legion Supply,  
  The Royal Canadian Legion,   
  359 Kent Street,  
  Ottawa, Ontario,  
  K2P 0R7

Shipping:
Shipping includes packaging and ground delivery 
to any one address in Canada. Shipping is only 
charged once and will not be charged as the result 
of a back order. Our rates are:
$6.00 on orders $50.00 and under
$8.00 on orders $50.01 to $100.00
$12.00 on orders from $100.01 and up

Taxes:
GST, HST, and PST where applicable, are extra. 
Shipping charges are taxable.

Prices:
All merchandise that is intended to be resold to 
members is marked with an asterisk beside the item 
number. These items will be invoiced to the branch 
less a 10% discount. Please contact us directly for 
a quotation on large quantities of specific items. 
Terms for payment are “due upon receipt” of 
your order. While we intend to hold prices until 
September 1, 2006, we reserve the right to change 
prices without notice.

Returns & Guarantee:
All merchandise from Legion Supply is guaranteed 
against defective workmanship. You may return 
any product you are not satisfied with, excluding 
customized or personalized merchandise. If you 
wish to return something, please call our toll free 
number for instructions. All in stock orders will be 
shipped within 48 hours of receipt.

CuStom interior/exterior magnetS

These magnets are all custom made for The Royal Canadian 
Legion. All five can be used inside or outside. Available individually 
or at a substantial savings if 10 or more are ordered.

A. Canadian Flag *300486 $2.95 10+ $2.50
B. Legion Badge *300487 $2.95 10+ $2.50

C.
Ribbon, 
“We Support  
Our Troops”

*300488 $3.95 10+ $2.95

D.

Ribbon, 
“Nous 
appuyons  
nos troupes”

*300489 $3.95 10+ $2.95

E. Poppy *300490 $2.95 10+ $2.50

Branch Articles

reverSe WindoW deCal
This six colour Legion badge in peel- 
and-stick decal form can be proudly 
displayed on any window. Adhesive front 
allows placement on the inside of the 
glass to protect from weathering. This 
decal measures 4” x 2½”.

*300398 $1.50

deCal, legion badge,
Pressure sensitive, vinyl, full colour, 4 inches high 
with a peel-and-stick back, suitable to adhere 
permanently to any hard, smooth surface.

Legion Badge  *300400
L.A. Badge   *300399

$1.50 each

vinyl deCal legion badge
These decals are screen printed in six colours on sign quality 
vinyl with a permanent adhesive backing. They are designed 
for outdoor use, but can also be used indoors. Washable, 
sticks to any smooth surface. Available in three sizes. 

     700125 10½”  $8.95
     700123 20”   $9.95
     700128 36”     $34.95

“Freedom... thank a veteran” 
bumper StiCker
This 10½” x 3” bumper sticker is available 
for those of you who have repeatedly asked 
for one. Permanent adhesive backing and 
discounted if you order 6 or more.

*300478 $3.95 or   
 6+ $2.95 each

legion logo StiCkerS
Here are 3 new stickers of the Legion logo. 
Both 5” stickers have clear backings while 
the 10” version has a solid white backing. 
The window sticker has a permanent 
adhesive front suitable for any clear 
surface, including a car windshield, while 
the luggage version has a permanent 
adhesive backing. Sold individually but a 
big discount is offered to encourage the 
purchase of 10 or more.

*300474—5” Window,  $1.95  
 10+ $1.50 each
*300475—5” Luggage $1.95,  
 10+ $1.50 each
*300476—10”,      $2.95,  
 10+ $1.95 each

legion logo CreStS
The Legion Badge should only be worn 
by members. Branches sponsor a variety 
of sports, clubs, groups, and recreational 
events. Some of the participants may not 
be Legion members. These embroidered 
crests have been added so that you may 
use them to assist in the identification of 
your sponsorship. Of course they have 
many additional uses. Sold individually 
but a great discount is offered if you 
order 10 or more. Both crests measure 
1½” x 3”.

*500284 White $1.95 
 10+ $1.50 each
*500285 Blue & Gold $1.95 
 10+ $1.50 each

These ¾” round magnets serve many 
purposes. The separate backing allows them 
to be attached to all types of fabric without 
causing any damage. This white magnet 
displays the Legion logo in black and red or 
the unique Maple Leaf/Poppy combination. 
These are very flexible items only limited in 
use by one’s imagination as they contain 
very powerful rare-earth magnets.

magnetiC pin 
With poppy/ 
maple leaF

*300435
$2.95

magnetiC  
pin With  

legion logo

*300431
$2.95
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Giftware

CoaSterS With legion badge
If you have tried to obtain custom made coasters you probably 
soon realized that they are prohibitively expensive to buy in 
small quantities. Only when tens of thousands are ordered does 
the cost become reasonable. These packs of 100 coasters are 
custom made for The Royal Canadian Legion with our Badge 
nicely displayed in the centre. We ordered enough to make them 
economical. At just under 10¢ apiece it is now affordable to place 
a “Legion” coaster under the glass of a member. Though these 
3½” coasters, made with an extra heavy 40 point stock, are not 
defined as reusable, they certainly are thick enough that they can 
be reused until they start to show wear. We specifically ordered 
these coasters with a blue background in a heavier weight to allow 
them to be reused. Although intended primarily for Branches, 
members may also obtain these coasters for use at home.

*700185 (Pkg. 100)  $9.95

aSh tray With legion badge
No traditional parlour is complete without 
an ash tray like this one with the Legion 
badge in full colour. Made by coating the 
ceramic with a white porcelain glaze, the 
permanent, organic, ceramic-pigmented 
decal is then added and the entire unit is 
fired at 800° Celsius. The result is a finely 
detailed piece that is durable because the 
decal is fused into the porcelain. 

*300445 $4.95

Server’S apron 
This comfortable cotton twill apron allows 
the server to keep everything handy in 
its four deep pockets. The apron contains 
two large pockets (7” x 9½” and 7” x 7½”) 
and two small (1” x 7”). Embroidered with 
the Legion logo in red and white on the 
black fabric background. Adjustable, up to 
70 inch circumference, one size will fit all. 
This apron will also prove indispensable 
when selling raffle tickets, BBQs, sporting 
tournaments, anywhere cash is to be 
handled.

*400159 $12.95

paper plaCemat
(pkg of 100)

These economical paper placemats 
measure 9½”x14½”. The centre of each 
placemat contains a Legion logo along 
with an 8” Legion badge, bordered with 
a red and black line. Each corner contains 
a different logo: the Canadian flag, the 
Poppy Wreath, the Legion Poppy and the 
Legion torch. 

*700184  $9.95

CoaSterS (6 in tin) 
This set of six cork-bottomed coasters comes nicely presented in a circular tin 
also suitable for storing them when not in use. Both the coasters and the tin 
prominently display the Legion Badge on a blue background. The coasters 
themselves appear to be made of wood but are actually formed from 
multiple layers of fiberboard bound together making them very durable. 

tea toWelS/Wall hangingS

During the 2004 Legion Convention, London, 
Ontario, a poem was displayed in between 
business sessions. This poem was “The Inquisitive 
Mind of a Child” and was provided courtesy of 
The Royal British Legion. Following Convention 
we received numerous requests for a copy of 
the poem. This compelled us to reproduce 
the poem on a traditional British setting, tea 
towel wall hangings. Once we got going on 
this poem, it seemed only natural to include 
several of our Canadian Legion traditions. 
Official Legion meetings are opened with “The 
Act of Remembrance which is an excerpt from 
Laurence Binyon’s “For The Fallen”. The closing 
ritual uses an excerpt from Rudyard Kipling’s 
“Recessional”. These 17” x 24” tea towels are 
made of linen and are silk screened in seven 
colours. Available individually or as a set (3). 
Frame not included.

Mind of a Child *300459 $ 7.95
Recessional *300461 $ 7.95
For the Fallen *300460 $ 7.95
Set of (3) *300462 $19.95

tableCloth & napkinS  
With poppy motiF
The practice of setting a table is 
almost a lost art these days. This 
beautiful tablecloth and napkin set 
with openwork and an embroidered 
Poppy motif will once again make a 
table in your home a thing of beauty. 
Designed for a small table, it is perfect 
for a luncheon setting or an occasion 
where you want to add just a little 
touch of formality. The tablecloth 
measures 34” X 34”.

*300457	 $39.95

Giftware

*300511    $6.95 
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Presentation Boxes
medal diSplay boxeS

We designed this medal box intended for use to both store and display medals. 
Overall measurements are 9” x 12” and 2½” high. Internally the display surface 
measures 8” x 11”. Construction of this box is solid hardwood, merbau, which 
closely resembles cherry or dark mahogany. This well constructed box 
weighs a hefty 4¼ lbs. The entire interior of the box is lined with a plush 
blue ultrasuede. The display surface is removable for convenient placing 
of individual or court mounted medals. Only solid brass hardware is used 
for the hinges and hasp. The bottom of the box is finished with a nice felt 

so that the box may be prominently displayed without risk of scratching 
other fine furniture. This quality medal display/storage box represents 
very good value. 

   *300482 $47.95

ShadoW boxeS
It is the depth of a shadow box that provides the dignity required to display medals. 
To date, there have been two major obstacles in obtaining shadow boxes. They either 
cost an arm and a leg or they are made with plastic or metal frames. With this in mind 
we undertook the search for shadow boxes of good quality with a reasonable price.

These shadow boxes are made with solid hardwood frames. The wood used is 
called merbau which, once stained, closely resembles cherry or dark mahogany. The 
measurements we provide, 6” x 9” and 9” x 12”, are the internal frame measurements 
(size of the visible portion of the glass). Overall these shadow boxes measure 9” x 12” 
and 12” x 15”. How solid are they? They weight 2.5 and 3.5 lbs respectively. 

Both frames have identical construction. Their backs are completely removable 
allowing you to install court mounted and individual medals. The removable backing 
is lined on the display side with a plush blue ultrasuede and velveteen on the exterior. 
The face features real glass. Brass fittings are mounted on the rear for vertical and 
horizontal display.

ShadoW box, 9” x 12” 
*300503 $36.95

ShadoW box, 9” x 6” 
*300502  $29.95

medal preSentation boxeS
All medals are currently supplied in clear plastic boxes that primarily serve 
to protect and keep the medals clean until they arrive. It would be nice to 
supply them all in presentation boxes but this would drive up the cost of 
all the medals quite significantly. There are many circumstances where it 
would be preferable to present a medal in a box more suitable for a public 
ceremony. It is for these occasions that we have developed this presentation 
box. These 6” high by 3” wide clam shell style boxes are made of tin, coated 
with a thick composite giving them a comfortable padded feeling. The inside 
of the box is felt lined and is sufficient in size to hold any Legion Medal. 
Although designed for presentation, these boxes are also quite suitable for 
storing individual medals. They are available with or without the Legion 
Badge and at a lower price when 10 or more are ordered.

Legion Badge *300505 $6.95 10+ $5.95ea
Blank Top *300506 $6.95 10+ $5.95ea

Jostens Rings

the ringS
We offer to you the Legion Signet Collection of rings. These rings 
combine simplistic design, steeped in tradition, with classic style. 
Time-tested methods of manufacturing are combined with new 
technology to produce durable, yet beautiful, finishes that show 
detail exceptionally well. 

Jostens use the principles of laminating to manufacture these 
rings. These are the same principles metallurgists use to produce 
products requiring the characteristics of more than one metal. 
Lustrium, a proprietary metal formula of Jostens, is used as the base 
for all of these rings. Lustrium is used for its hardness, durability, 
and resistence to abrasion. The rings are then coated, by vacuum 
vapour, with layers of titanium nitrate and 23k gold. The result is a 
ring with the properties of a hard metal (harder that sterling silver) 
that maintains a fine 23k gold finish that will not tarnish. These 
rings are made in North America using only environmentally 
responsible methods (electroplating is not used).

JoStenS Canada 
Rings were the most frequently suggested new item, by you, the 
members. For this reason, we are very excited to offer this line of 
Legion and Ladies’ Auxiliary Rings from Jostens Canada. You may 
be familiar with Jostens as they are Canada’s premiere supplier  

 
of rings to educational and community customers. Jostens, 
founded in 1897, still prides itself on hometown principles, quality, 
craftsmanship, and service. Over the past century, Jostens has 
crafted over 50 million rings provided to over 16,000 institutions. 

legion l a

300463
Small 
(ringface 5/16 x 1/4)

$240.00

300464
Medium
(ringface 7/16 x 3/8)

$245.00

300465
Large
(ringface 9/16 x 1/2)

$250.00

300466
Small
(ringface 5/16 x 1/4)

$240.00

300467
Medium
(ringface 7/16 x 3/8)

$245.00

Size
In order to make your ring, the size 
must be known. Please stop by 
a department store or reputable 
jeweller to have your finger sized. This 
will ensure that your ring is custom 
made to your specific requirements. 

the guarantee
Jostens offers a lifetime limited warranty. 
Jostens will repair, or replace, at their 
discretion any ring with defective 
workmanship or materials. Jostens will 
resize, refinish, or polish your ring free 
of charge, for the life of the ring. Jostens 
offer a 4 year ring loss, or theft, protection 
program that does require a deductible. In 
the event your ring is lost or stolen, for a 
small fee (currently set at $60 plus taxes and 
shipping), Jostens will remake your ring. 

hoW to order
Members can order these rings directly 
from Legion Supply. At this time, orders 
must be made separately from orders 
for other Legion Supply merchandise.  
 

 
All orders must be prepaid. Visa and 
MasterCard are accepted on these orders. 
See our how to order page for Legion 
Supply contact information. Please allow 
6-8 weeks for delivery.
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A. Headstone Marker, Badge *300491 $34.95
B. Headstone Marker, Poppy *300492 $34.95
C. Flag Holder, Badge *300494 $39.95
D. Flag Holder, Maple Leaf *300493 $39.95
E. Flags, 9” x 12” 400509

12 or more 
$ 3.95ea
$ 3.50ea

memorial markerS
We have been regularly asked by Comrades and 
the families of our Comrades where one can find 
headstone markers or flag holders. Until now we 
have been at a loss to direct you to a source for 
appropriate markers. To date the only real option in 
acquiring one has been the custom manufacturing 
route resulting in varying degrees of quality and 
a really heavy price. Once we established that 
there was a need for these perpetual memorials, 
we began our search for a manufacturer. 
Offering these tributes is the result of more than 
9 months of research and development. Our 
criteria was; North American manufacturing, 
experience in producing bronze for exterior use, 
costs allowing us to establish reasonable retail 
prices, experience in design, mould making, and 
preferably experience in manufacturing memorial 
markers. We are very pleased to advise that all of 
our criteria have been met. The manufacturer of 
these memorial markers has been at this for more 
than 60 years. All of these markers are guaranteed 
indefinitely against defective workmanship. 

These markers are all made from red bronze, a 
copper based alloy with minimum 85% copper 
content. The result of their composition is a 
strong, heavy, non-corroding casting. The raw 
castings are pre-oxidized giving them that brown 
finish frequently seen on memorial markers. The 
castings are then polished and satin brushed by 
hand to expose the underlying raw red bronze 
finish highlighting our Badge, the Maple Leaf, and 
the Poppy. This exposed red bronze is meant to 
oxidize over time so that the finish will match other 
memorial markers. The pre-oxidized areas will 
remain brown providing the necessary contrast.

Memorial flag holders are available with the 
Legion Badge (for Legion Members) or Maple 
Leaf. Overall dimensions of the Legion Badge flag 
holder casting is 5” high by 5” wide. Overall the 
Maple Leaf casting measures 4½” high by 4⅝” 
wide. Both holders are permanently fixed to an 
18” iron rod. The flag is held in place through two 
eyelets cast into the back of the marker. These 
can be used as memorials with or without a flag. 
Canadian flags have been produced specifically 
for use with these holders and are available 
individually or by the dozen. 

Headstone markers are available with the Legion 
Badge, for Legion Members, or the Poppy, for 
Veterans. Overall dimensions of the Legion Badge 
casting are 4½” high by 2⅞” wide. Overall the 
Poppy casting measures 3¾” high by 3½” wide. 
Both castings have an integral tab cast into the 
marker for fixing to a headstone. The markers can 
be permanently fixed to a headstone by drilling 
a ¾” bore hole (⅝” deep), filling the hole with 
epoxy, and inserting the cast tab. We suggest that 
a professional perform this after consultation with 
the cemetery and headstone manufacturer. If you 
do not wish to bore a hole in the headstone, the 
tab may be cut or ground off and silicone or other 
permanent adhesive may be used.

In Memoriam


